Transforming care.
Transforming lives.
Setting a New Standard

Last year, the Brattleboro Retreat launched its 2017-2019 strategic plan based on a unifying theme we call “Setting a New Standard.” Since then we’ve been working to raise the bar in four key areas: financial stability, clinical excellence, increased accountability, and re-imagining the Retreat campus. Achieving our goals in these four key areas will help us address one important question: How do we ensure a strong, sustainable hospital that will meet the growing need for effective mental illness and addiction treatment? Now in our plan’s second year, we can confidently report that yes, the Retreat’s clinical and operational standards are reaching new heights.

At the Brattleboro Retreat, we understand that mental illness and addiction can affect anyone, at any age, from any walk of life. That’s why we’re here for everyone with quality programs to serve children, teens, adults, men and women in uniform, and LGBTQ individuals.

Our team of skilled caregivers is united by a common passion to help people heal. And as stewards of our historic healthcare institution, we are called to match that passion with thoughtful planning to ensure the continuation of our essential work.

In 2017, we initiated a new three-year strategic plan. It maps out the steps we will take to see that the Retreat remains a vital resource for many years to come. On the pages that follow, we’ll update you on our progress.

I believe our strategic plan is more than a guide to help transform our organization. Ultimately, it will help us transform people’s lives.

We’ve set this standard for ourselves because we know that the final measure of our success will be the long-term health and well-being of our patients and our community.

Louis Josephson, PhD
President and CEO
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Focus on Clinical Excellence

We’re aligning our clinical services with new evidence-based practices that combine empirical data, clinical expertise, and patient perspectives to strengthen care and improve outcomes.

In 2017 we took steps that have contributed to positive patient outcomes:

- Adopted research-driven, evidence-based practices including Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) in programs across the hospital.
- Successfully launched tele-psychiatry services to remove barriers to treatment and help more people get needed care.
- Created a model with Brattleboro Memorial Hospital’s Emergency Department to provide real time consultations for people in acute psychiatric distress. Now we’re looking to expand this service to other Vermont hospitals.
- Expanded our ability to utilize the clinical information capacities of our Electronic Medical Record.

“The evidence-based practices we piloted in select programs at the Retreat are now bringing positive outcomes to patients across the hospital.”

—Mark McGee, MD, Chief Medical Officer

Achieve Financial Stability

Operational improvements in billing and collections are improving customer service and helping stabilize the Retreat’s cash flow while addressing our long-term financial needs.

We reached some important financial milestones in 2017:

- Redesigned our Billing Department by modernizing our claims submission systems and hiring and training new staff members.
- Improved the timeliness and accuracy of our billing process.
- Standardized the data collection procedures we follow upon each admission to ensure that insurance coverage and patient billing information are current and accurate.
- Established a process to provide on-the-spot Medicaid eligibility for uninsured patients.

“Our new Financial Services team received extensive training that has significantly improved the first-time accuracy of complex insurance claims.”

—Arthur Nichols, Chief Financial Officer
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Increase Accountability

As we ask our employees to meet increasingly complex demands, we’re also providing them with the tools and training they need to succeed.

Here are some steps we took in 2017:

- Established a robust education schedule to help our direct-care staff learn and perfect the use of evidence-based practices like DBT and ACT.
- Designed a Manager Training Academy to support our organization’s overall performance.
- Launched new recruitment initiatives using social media and other digital strategies.
- Rolled out an expedited hiring process.
- Successfully piloted new staff retention initiatives to underscore our belief that people are our most valuable asset.

Reimagine our Historic Campus

What will future patients, staff, and clinical programs need in tomorrow’s environment of care? The time to ask that question is now.

Through our 2017-2019 strategic plan we’ve set in motion a process to:

- Identify our needs based on a thoughtful assessment of where medicine is heading overall.
- Develop a master plan for campus improvements including the renovation of certain facilities in the years ahead.
- Explore new affiliations and partnerships that may lead to an expanded campus.
- Prepare for the adoption of clean energy alternatives and the use of renewable resources.

“It’s important for the Retreat to maintain a full staff of highly qualified clinicians, even as healthcare organizations across the country face staffing shortages.”

—Susan Rowell, Vice President of Human Resources

“We’re aware of our responsibility to create spaces that patients and providers can use effectively decades from now.”

—Gerri Cote, Chief Operating Officer
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The Brattleboro Retreat had a positive impact on thousands of individuals and communities throughout 2017. Last year we served 4,650 children, adolescents, and adults who sought treatment for mental illness or addiction. Total operational expenditures in 2017 amounted to $69.5 million.

As the healthcare environment changes, we continue to meet the need for high quality care by strengthening our expertise and extending the reach of our services.

**Where the money comes from:**
- 28.5% Adult Medicaid/State Programs
- 22.4% Medicare
- 17.2% Child/Adolescent Residential/Other Medicaid
- 18.5% Commercial Insurance
- 6.2% Other Patient-Related Revenue
- 4.8% Managed Care
- 2.4% Grants, Donations, & Other

**Where the money goes:**
- 74.5% Salaries & Benefits
- 10.1% Contract Services
- 6% Buildings, Equipment, & Utilities
- 3.6% Supplies
- 3.7% Taxes
- 1% Insurance
- 1.1% Financing
- 10% Insurance

**Board of Trustees**
- Elizabeth Catlin, JD, CFP™, Board Chair
- Justin Johnson, Vice Chair
- Tammy Richards, AWA, CMAP, Board Secretary
- Kenneth Becker
- Adam Grinold
- Louis Josephson, PhD (ex officio)
- William Knorr, MD (ex officio)
- Kate O’Connor
- Drew Pate, MD
- Joseph Pyle, MA
- Michael Sarsynski, MBA, CFP™
- Christopher Turley
- Tonia Wheeler
- James Baker
- Kenneth Becker
- Laurence Berger
- Larry Cassidy
- Elizabeth Catlin
- David Coates
- Cathy Coonan & Rick Manson
- Jack Davidson
- David Dunn
- Dart Everett
- Mary Faucher
- Ann Fielder
- Adam Grinold
- Christine Hart
- Kathleen C. Hoyt
- Justin Johnson
- Dr. Louis Josephson
- Dr. William Knorr
- Michael Krupa
- Carl Lynde
- Jeffrey Morse
- Stephan Morse
- Casey Murrow
- Dan Normandeau
- Kate O’Connor
- Patricia O’Donnell
- Dr. Drew Pate
- Julie Peterson
- Joseph Pyle
- Tom Raffio
- Annie Richards
- Mark & Liz Richards
- Peter and Elizabeth Richards
- Tammy and Drew Richards
- Andrew Rome
- Michael Sarsynski
- Peter Sherlock
- Winthrop Smith
- Philip & Marcia Steckler
- Ben & Debbie Taggard
- Chris Turley
- Tonia Wheeler
- Norman Wright

**Advocacy Council**
- Karen & John Abel
- Bette Abrams
- Karen & John Abel
- Bette Abrams
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Sarah Bradley Society
$2,500 - $4,999
Peter Albert & Joyce Sullivan
Drs. Mark Anagnostopoulos & Janet Zinter
Meghan Baston
Brattleboro Memorial Hospital
Larry & Marilyn Cassidy
Downs Rachlin Martin PLLC
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Richard Epstein
Netsmart Technologies
Drs. Drew Pate & Tess Carpenter
The Melanson Company
Janet Wallstein & Jane Dewey

James Tyler Society
$1,000 - $2,499
Bette & Bruce Abrams
Anonymous
Kenneth Becker
Benevolent & Protective Order of Elks #1499
Michael & Irma Bishay
Brattleboro Pharmacy
Brattleboro Savings & Loan
Canon
Christopher Cassidy
Susie & Loring Catlin
Chroma Technology Corp
Christine Clinton
Gem Cote & George Graham
David J. Manning, Inc.
Kathleen De Ponte
Dr. Dorothea DeGutis
Dr. Fritz Engstrom & Stephanie Keep
Thomas & Ellen Ennis
Sam & Juanita Epiceno
Dr. John H. Fenton
G. S. Precision
GPI Construction
Dr. Kyle & Mrs. Annie Hagstrom
Dr. Karl Jeffries & David Posner
Justin Johnson & Elizabeth Hunt
Louis & Sandra Josephson
Dr. Geoffrey P. Kane
Lisa Kelly
Dr. William & Alberta Knorr
Michael Krupa & Ruth Bell
Lifecycle Renewables Inc
LocumTenens.com
Dr. Mark R. J. McGee & Valerie A. Racine
Monadnock Harley-Davidson
Steven & Ann Monette
Jeff & Tammy Morse
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Mark & Liz Richards
Tammy & Drew Richards
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Philip & Marcia Stecker
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Oil Change
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Dr. Lance Thigpen
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$5,000 - $9,999
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Dr. Tracey Krasnow & Kathryn Krasnow
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$500 - $999
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Thank you
Donors of Gifts In-Kind
Brattleboro Subaru
Martyn Grossman
Howard Printing
Long Trail Glass Distributors
Cynthia Majewski
Montshire Museum of Science
Operation Elf
Rentals Plus
Sodexo
Peter Van Oot
WKVT
WTSI

Shailer Lawton Society
$250 - $499
Cheryl Alken
Avaya
Alicia Blanchard
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Vermont
Bonify
Marie Brownell
Debra & James Bunker
Cape Cod Healthcare
Michael Carey
Carousel Industries
Central Vermont
Communications
Ceridian
Bonnie Chase
Robin Chase
Laura Corbet
Judith Creasy
Mario Cruz
Daniels Equipment Company
Dead River Oil Company
Joanne Devost
Elisabeth Dignitti
Milton & Sylvia Hunter
Eaton
Brad & Kerry Enich
EventRebels
Jennifer Facey
Fitzgerald Travel
Lisa Fricke
Lynne Fuller
Robert Gaudrault
Christine Gooley
Green Mountain Power Corp.
Robert Grinold & Arleen Songailo
Marlyn Grossman
Dr. Jeffrey & Stephanie Haines
Health Care & Rehabilitation Services
Heim Properties
Martha Heimann
Sue Heimann
Helms & Company
Barbara Henderson & Jim Clarke
Imogen Holding
Hannah & Michael Hornsby
Dr. Thomas Hoskins & Julia Forsythe
Kayla Huesman
India Hicks
Stephen Jurentkuff
Gregory Kanetsis
Keene Paraprofessional Association
Michael Kell
Meredith Kenyon & Will Bissonnette
Judith & Donald Kinley
Walter Kleczkowski
Lawton Floor Design, Inc
Palma Lord
Deborah Luskin & Tim Shafer
David Magnant
Michael & Carol Mandracchia
Gay Maxwell
Timothy Mayo
James McDonald
Jeanne McNeely
MFS Investment Management
Mary Morgan
Linda & William Moyle
Linda Nagy
Nancy Oberman
Paragon Digital Marketing
Heidi Peterson
Kevin F. Quigley & Susan L. Q. Flaherty
Dr. Simha Ravne
Meghan Rink
Susan Rowell
Winston Saltzman
Kimberly Saunders
Arthur & Elizabeth Schmidt
George Schnyer
Wayne Shepard
Dr. Jessica Shepley
Peter & Susan Sherbok
Southern Vermont Sprinkler Services
Sara Swartz
SymQuest
Robert & Christina Szpila
Vermont Country Deli Westover Firefighters Association
Carolyn Wright
Jill Zachary

Friends of the Retreat Up to $249
John & Karen Abel
Amazon Smile
Ms. Sandi Ameden & Dr. Mark Novotny
Anonymous (9)
Jason Antos
Samuel Arroyo-Breeden
Nilar Aye
Fred Bacon & Laura Wallingford Bacon
Dawn Bailey
Dr. Susan Balaban
Dawn Barcomb
Mary Bardwell
Wendy Badger
Wendi Bedard
Diane Bell
Patricia Bemis
Linda & William Moyle
Linda Nagy
Nancy Oberman
Paragon Digital Marketing
Heidi Peterson
Kevin F. Quigley & Susan L. Q. Flaherty
Dr. Simha Ravne
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Robert & Christina Szpila
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Carolyn Wright
Jill Zachary

Dr. James Benton
Berkley & Veller
Greenwood Country
Frederick H Billiel
Alexander & Karin Blakeson
Dr. Tony Blosl & Denise Paasche
Clare Bokum
Karen Boster
Ashley Bombacino
Lindsey Boulier
Jodi Boyd
Deborah & Peter Boyle
Christina Brissette
Dr. Chen Ann Brodthurst
Todd & Kelly Brooks
Brown & Roberts
Curts & Lucille Brown
Patricia Brown
Roy Brown
Stephanie Brown
Brittany Browning
Susan Stember & Willy Buhlmann
Joanne Burge
John & Linda Burke
Richard & Susan Butts
Vincent Carbonaro
J. Edward & Barbara Cachidi
Sharon Cardinal
John T. Chard
Mary Claire Chase
Gina-Kamas Choi
Christine Chauvin
Anne Clement
Susan Clifford
Gerald Cohen
Heather Cohen
Naima Cohn
Katrina Colussi
Syanne Creamer
Elaine Cury-Smithson
Steven, Joyana & Isaac Damon
Pauline Dean
David & Allison Deen
Sarah Delano
Cynthia Delia Pietro
Carmen & Christopher Derby
Michele Desrosiers
John & Melissa Devaney
David Dias
Nancy DiMauro
Lisa & Kenneth Dixon
Scott Dixon
Steven Donovan
Edward Dowd
Christina Downs
Colleen Doyle
Holiday Eanes
Gary Eckert
Steve & Jane Edwards
Caroline Eisner
Emily Ether
Luke Ephrat
Dar & Joy Everett
Erin Fagley
Joseph Fazio
Anne Fecto
Adriana Fennell
Susan Fields
Terri Fingan
Robyn & Jeffrey Firth
Sara Fitchburn
Mary Fisher
Adam Fisk
Corina Fisk
Timmthy Fitzgerald
Florence Fitzmorris
Kimberly & Skip Fletcher
William & Suzanne Flynn
Maggie Foley & Peter Ewels
Yvonne Harrison
Jhama Harvey-Ahmai
William & Susan Hawk
Michael Hayes
George & Rose Haynes
Valerie Hebert
Ryan Heck
Erika Helig
David & Barbara Henry
Javier Hernandez
Nancy & Thomas Heydinger
Benjamin Hollows
Margaret Holtje
Bouala Hormsab
Brian Hoginan
Deborah Hughes
Heather Humphrey-Leclaire
Grace Hurley
Jerri Irish
Lynne Irwin
Diane Jacobs
JerrieAnn Jacobs
Jeanne Januszewski
Dancy Gingrich
Eileen J. Glover
Shelly Gonzelli
Rebecca Goodnow
Michelle Gosnell
James & Patricia Gregory
David & Michelle Grist-Welner
Christopher Guido
Robert & Deborah Guido
Haven Gunnell
Laura Gyson
John Halloran
Helen Hamilton
Jennifer Hamlin
Carolyn Harrison
Amanda Haney
Samantha & Mark Hanke
Kevin Hannon
Steve Hansen
Thomas Harrison
Karen Harrison
Sandy & Martin Hewitt
Vince LaBass
Felicia Leder
Josephine Leong
Christopher Lind
Robert Lindley
Margaret Lisk
Tina Liss
Sarah Loe
David Lowder
Jerry Ann Lough
Claire Lowe
Joyce Jacobs
Sally Luce
Carolyn Lustig
Caryn Magnuson
Robert Gaudrault
Linda Nagy
Patricia Lippincott
Dr. Mark Novotny
Ms. Sandi Ameden & Amazon Smile
Dr. & Mrs. Stuart M.
Jemison
Janice & Stephen Metzger
Jane Mielkowsky
Thomas Miller
Julie Mills
Craig Miskovich & Rachel Doy
Mochi Joe's
Stephanie Morgan
Todd Morin
Holly Morris
Greg Moschetti & Connie Baxter
Susan Mousseau
Orly Munzing & Bob Dunbar
Nichol Murano
Rebecca Murray
Bill Murray & Alison Macrae
Ashley Myott
Derek & Allison Nadeau
William Nelson
Heather Newell
Mac Newman
Paul & Judy Normandeau
Elizabeth O'Brien & Jay Craven
Eileen Ogden
In honor of Eileen & John Glover
Steve & Jane Edwards
In honor of Hannah
Steven, Joyana & Isaac Damon
In honor of Drs. Knorr & Anagnostopoulos
James & Patricia
Gregory
In honor of Martha Reeves
Caroline Eisner
In honor of all uniformed professionals
Cape Cod Healthcare

AMHERST WILLOWBY LEGACY SOCIETY
This society recognizes individuals whose planned gifts have been received by or designated to the Brattleboro Retreat.

Peter Albert
Veli Avery*
Lynn & Jesse Corum, IV*

Alan Shillingford
Nathaniel Shipman
Jeff Shumin & Evelyn Lovett
Alysabeth Simon
Carl Simpson
Carolyn Sleeper
Denele & Eric Small
Dentiss & Elizabeth Smith
Robert Smith
Travis Smith
Barbara Southworth
Christine Stafford
Sharon Steidle
Michael & Deborah Stevens
Margaret Streeter & Philip Hoffman
Mary Sullivan
Supercilauking & Waterproofing
Lisa Tallin
Laura Tarleton
James Taylor
Eden & Kurt Terrell
Jon & Kathryn Thatchter
Jesse Tidd
Lisa Turrell
Bob & Karen Tortolani
Kimberly Towle
Patricia van Oene
Stephen & Michelle
Van Voorhis
Michelle Villeneuve
Friedrich & Lenore von Krusenstiern
Jessica Waddleton
Kelli Wade
Jennifer Waldron
Andrew Walker
April Waterman
Danielle Waters
Christina Watson
Rebecca Waxman & Peter Hand, Jr.
Jessica Weeks
George & Joan Weir
Jesi Weitz
Barbara West

Gary West
Arthur & Carol Weston
Belinda Whipple Worth
Alex & Jerelyn Wilson
Julie Wilson
Nacelle & Joseph Winrich
Renee A. Wobus
Constance Woodbury
Danielle Woodcock
Susanna Woods
Carol Wright
Marabeth Yannize
Julie Zolnoki

2017 USP & Ride Champions
$2,500+ Champions
Rich LaBard
Rick Spilhaus
Colin Young

$1,000-$2,499 Champions
Terry Emond
Gregg & Ellen Wapner

$500-$999 Champions
Keith Clark
Todd & Julie Davis
Mike Mandracchia
Rudi Ruggier
Lou Sarkas
Carly Wiggin

$250-$499 Champions
Alain Berrier
Theresa Earp
Mitz Langlois
Scott MacArthur
Rex Sheldon
Jessica Shepley
West Dover Firefighters Association

$100-$249 Champions
Wayne Allen
Kenny Bauer
Frederick Billiel
Randy & Bridget Bokum

Anton Robert Friedt
Daniel Johnston*
Diana L. Joy*
Paul and Sandra Montione
Charles R. Sanderson*
Michael & Adriana Sarsysnka
Peter & Susan Sherlock
Robert E. Simpson Jr.
Konstantin von Krusenstiern
Arthur & Carol Weston
Amherst Willowby*
Kirk Woodring
Family & Friends of Kyle Woodring*

ROCKWELL SOCIETY
William Rockwell, our first and longest serving superintendent of 36 years, selflessly returned $400 of his $1,000 salary to help keep the hospital going in 1836 during the first year of operation. The Rockwell Society recognizes employees who have donated a cumulative of $10,000 or more across years.

Peter Albert, LICSW & Joyce Sullivan
Dr. Mark Anagnostopoulos & Dr. Janet Zinter
Dr. Helen Daly*
Dr. Fritz Engstrom & Stephanie Keep
Dr. Geoffrey P. Kane
Dr. William & Albert Knorr
Dr. Tracey & Dr. Kathryn Krasnow
Dr. Gregory Miller
Brenda Nichols
Dr. Robyn Ostrander & Gerald Doherty

MEMORIAL GIFTS
In memory of Susan Coates
David Coates
In memory of Dr. Helen Daly
Dr. Jillis Snyder
In memory of Alexander Daniel Firth
Anonymous
Robin & Jeffrey Firth
In memory of Dr. I. William Grossman
Anne Sara Grossman
Marlyn Grossman
In memory of Christopher Johnson
J. Edward & Barbara Carchidi
Tanya Gammell
Michael & Mary O’Reilly
Louis & Dolores Oriola
In memory of Captain Michael Kusma
Portland Maine Fire Department
Philip Moses
In memory of Sandra Read
Susan Read Cronin
In memory of Paul Francesco Ricci
June Levinsohn
In memory of Henri Sparrow
Dr. Jillis Snyder
In memory of Dawn Taylor
Konstantin von Krusenstiern

NAMED FUNDS
Donors who make a gift of $10,000 or greater to the Brattleboro Retreat Endowment Fund within one calendar year may establish a Named Fund within the Endowment.

Donald Newlande
MacKubbin Memorial Fund
Established by Lynn & Jesse Corum, IV*

The Montrone Family Fund
Dr. Robert E. Simpson, Jr.
Fund
Established by the Family, Friends, and Colleagues of Dr. Robert E. Simpson, Jr.

The Kyle Woodring Memorial Fund
Established by the Family & Friends of Kyle Woodring

*Deceased

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our donor list. If your name has been omitted, misspelled, or incorrectly listed, please accept our sincere apologies and notify us.

Contact development@brattlebororetreat.org.
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Our mission: Inspired by the courage of our patients, the Brattleboro Retreat is dedicated to children, adolescents, and adults in their pursuit of recovery from mental illness, psychological trauma, and addiction. We are committed to excellence in treatment, advocacy, education, research, and community service. We provide hope, healing, safety, and privacy through a full continuum of medical and holistic services delivered by expert caregivers in a uniquely restorative Vermont setting.

The Fund for the Brattleboro Retreat

One hundred percent of all gifts to The Fund go directly to improving the lives of patients who face mental illness or addiction.

P O Box 803, Brattleboro, VT 05302
brattlebororetreat.org/thefund

If you would prefer not to receive future outreach or fundraising mailings from the Brattleboro Retreat, please email us with your name and address at unsubscribe@brattlebororetreat.org.
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